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NEW BOOKS REVIEWED 

Shakespeare as a Playwright. By Brander Matthews. New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1913. 

On the whole, no more affording book for the general reader who wishes 
to understand and enjoy Shakespeare has been written than this of Pro 
fessor Matthews's. Since it was plays primarily that Shakespeare was 

trying to write, it ought to go almost without saying that we can best 

understand the development of the dramatist and the sequence of his 

works by viewing him primarily as a playwright and only secondarily 
as a poet or as a psychologist. The plan is schematically clear and illumi 

nating, though occasionally, like a mercator's chart, it may seem to 

diminish the size or importance of a play that looms larger poetically 
than dramatically. On the other hand, that sort of criticism which 
insists upon viewing Shakespeare's works sub specie wternitatis has per 

haps done for us about all that it will ever do. 
For biographies of Shakespeare padded with speculation, the author 

seems to have no more liking than Professor Saintsbury reveals in his 

part of the Cambridge History of English Literature. Professor Matthews 
gives the main, established facts and highest probabilities briefly, and then 
goes on to a discussion of the Tudor theater. Shakespeare's plays, he 

believes, cannot be really understood until we have rid ourselves of the 

prejudices and conventions connected with our modern "picture-frame" 

stage, with its elaborate scenery, its curtain, and its long waits between 

acts. The stage of Shakespeare's time must be viewed from the stand 

point of the time that preceded Shakespeare's birth and not from that 
of a time long after his death. The cardinal doctrine of the Tudor stage 

?the doctrine inherited from the earlier miracle plays and moralities? 
was that the place represented by the stage might be anywhere, and in no 

case is the action hindered by serious doubt as to the locality in which it 
is supposed to occur: if any such doubt arises the spoken lines promptly 
dispel it. When the actors leave the stage, it is Venice; when they re 
turn, it is Belmont; and what is lost in dramatic illusion through the 

want of scenery is made up in swiftness of exposition and in story-telling 
power through the absence of scene-shifting. To the lack of scenery 
also we owe those splendid Shakespearean descriptions, which lose as 

much by the scene-painter's art as do poems in a book by illustration; 
and in which, surely, the absurdity of an actor's commenting eloquently 
upon canvas backgrounds was not originally contemplated. A further 

advantage of the Tudor mode of representation lay, no doubt, in the fact 
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that it gave to the comedies somewhat of the character of homely, im 

promptu entertainments, of which the spectators felt themselves a part. 
The aim of the miracle plays and moralities was primarily, of 

course, to tell a story?the whole story?and to tell it in such a manner 

that even those spectators who could not understand or did not hear the 

lines could not fail to follow the action. This purpose of telling the whole 

story, without regard for unity or proportion, passed over into the chronicle 

plays of Shakespeare's time; and Professor Matthews clearly points out 

that it is to the old blood-and-thunder tragedy of revenge that we must 

look for the origin not only of what we find repellent in some of the 

Shakespearean tragedies, but for their very dramatic structure. 
" 

Ham 

let," indeed, is in its skeleton structure a perfect type of the blood-and 

revenge tragedy; and such expedients as the appearance of the mur 

dered man's ghost and the madness of the hero were almost conven 

tional features of earlier plays belonging to the same category. 

Taking up the plays of Shakespeare in the generally accepted chrono 

logical order, Professor Matthews discusses Shakespeare as a reviser and 

imitator. Next he takes up the earliest comedies, in which he finds the 

playwright 
" 

groping for a formula of comedy which no one of his con 

temporaries had attempted." Passing on to the earliest chronicle plays, 
he finds that in these Shakespeare developed his power of breathing the 
breath of life into the men and women of his creation and of writing 
" 

soaring speeches and pathetic phrases." Next comes 
" 

Eomeo and 

Juliet"?a masterpiece of stagecraft as of poetry and humanity. There 

seems to be little doubt that the plays in which Falstaff first figures were 

composed later than "Eomeo and Juliet," and they show an advance in 

power of character-creation; yet the chronicle play, with its elementary 

story-telling purpose, remains in structure the chronicle play. After 

this group follow the romantic comedies, such as 
" 

The Merchant of 

Venice" and "As You Like It," in which the playwright has at length 
found his formula?his method of supporting comedy by means of a 

more or less serious underplot. "It may be," conjectures Professor 

Matthews, 
" 

that when Shakespeare composed 
i 
All's Well,' he was worn 

and weary, distracted by some personal suffering. Yet it needs to be 

said once more that his effort seems always to be in direct proportion to 

the attraction exerted upon him by the subject he is at work on." Such 

is the explanation offered for the unsatisfactory dramatic quality of the 

group of plays called 
" 

comedy dramas "; nor is it forgotten that there 

is no warrant for assuming a smoothly regular progress from good to 

better and from better to best in any man's work. Illuminating, as from 

the stage point of view, are the author's analyses of 
" 

Hamlet," 
" 

Othello," 
the plays from Plutarch, 

a 
King Lear," 

" 
Macbeth," and the 

" 
dramatic 

romances," including 
" 

The Tempest." Professor Matthews steps aside 

now and then to talk entertainingly and instructively of Shakespeare as 

an actor, of the actors in Shakespeare's company, and of the Elizabethan 

audiences who saw Shakespeare's plays performed. The author's method 

and taste make him sparing of rhetorical appreciation, and in general 
what he writes is much to the point. Professor Matthews is a master of 

popular exposition: his book is charmingly written, chatty yet concise. 

It is no exaggeration to say that by reading this volume one's apprecia 
tion of Shakespeare, in the theater or in the library, will be measurably 
increased. 
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